
 
 

SPRING 2018 COURSE SYLLABUS 
 
We are so grateful that God brought you to this OVC Essentials experience! Our goal is to provide 
an experience of deepened and broadened knowledge, an encouraging and stimulating 
community, challenge where necessary, and inspiration for the road ahead. We will lay a 
groundwork of knowledge within critical issues and practical wisdom relevant to the orphan care 
movement, and hopefully enable students to move forward into ministry, work, community 
involvement, and family life, with a beginning consideration of the foundational matters at hand. 
We pray these weeks together are tremendously inspiring and beneficial for you… in more ways 
than we even planned for. 
 
This Spring is our second semester of OVC Essentials. In that, we are still learning, growing, and 
are so grateful in advance for the feedback and insight you’ll provide for how to continue to grow 
and develop this course into something that will best serve the Body of Christ over time.   
 
Let’s jump in!  
 
So grateful to have you on the journey,  
Leah St. Pierre 
CAFO Student Initiatives 
 

Requirements for CAFO Certificate of Completion:  
 

● Participation in weekly Zoom Calls - 1 hour - Thursdays at 1:30pm PST 
○ You are required to either attend live or listen to each conversation and submit a 1-page 

reflection/notes after the fact.  
■ We recognize that you all have busy schedules and likely won’t be able to attend 

every video call in person. While this is the goal and certainly makes for the best 
conversation and energy, each call is recorded and will be available to view/listen 
to after. If you opt to engage the call after the fact, a 1-page reflection/page of 
notes should be submitted within one week of the call’s date. 

○ We are incredibly privileged to be connected to some of the sharpest leaders in this field, 
several of whom you will get the chance to interact with through these calls. The calls will 
be fairly casual, and the expressed purpose is a Q+A session in relation to the materials and 
content you’ve been processing and absorbing during that week.  

○ The focus of these calls will be digger deeper into content and ideas you’ve been digesting 
and practice in asking good questions, expressing curiosity about our hosts and the critical 
topics we’re addressing, and a willingness to ask hard and relevant questions.  



○ Each week, you’ll see a bit of biographical information on the speaker (in this syllabus), and 
you’ll then be expected to come prepared with 1-2  questions (which you’ll submit via email 
to me prior to the call). If your questions don’t get asked or answered, these would be great 
questions to continue driving further conversation and research. Please email me your 
questions a least 24 hours before the call.  

● Response to the weekly discussion question on community forum: 
○ Each week, there will be an online discussion forum to engage together as a community. 

The question/topic will be posted on the forum at least one week in advance, and you can 
respond on your own time as long as you’ve submitted your response by Friday at 11:59pm 
PST of the required week.  

● A thoughtful response to at least one other student each week: 
○ The second step of forum engagement will be to read through your fellow students’ 

responses. Choose at least one person to respond to. This could be a response of 
affirmation and elaboration, personal connection and encouragement, respectful 
questioning/curiosity and push back, etc.  

● Journal: 
○ Each week, keep a journal of thoughts, reflections and key learnings. This can be 

accomplished in whatever format feels easiest and most natural to you - a document on 
your computer, handwritten journal, blog, etc. You’ll be required to submit  3 entries of at 
least 300 words each (about 1 page) by the end of the semester.  

○ The goal here is to help you reflect more personally on the content - how do I feel about 
what I’m reading/listening to? How can I respond in my own life? What feelings does it bring 
up? Where do I sense God leading or working? 

● Connect: 
○ Finally, at several different points throughout the semester, you’ll meet in small groups 

(based as best as possible on affinity  and shared backgrounds). 
○ The goal here is to be able to process,  share, and reflect in a  more intimate and personal 

way with others walking this journey with you. We would love for you to learn from each 
other, get to know one another, and leave the course feeling that you’ve made connections 
that will carry on beyond our time this semester. They will be no imposed agenda on these 
small group meetings, rather a chance for the conversation to go wherever you’d like.  

○ Small Group meetings will be scheduled based on your own time and schedules, then you’ll 
email Leah after the call to confirm that you met.  

 

Course Content 
 
Orientation - Week of 1/29 -  Zoom Call - Led by Leah St. Pierre (Thursday, February 1 at 1:30pm PST) 

● Do (Prior to call): 
● Familiarize yourself with CAFO website 
● Please access the course online and register to create a CAFO Web account if you don’t 

already have one, and bookmark this page. It will be our landing page for the whole course. 
● Read Upended, page 153-168 
● Send Leah an email stating that you have read and understood the Syllabus, and asking any 

questions you would like to be addressed on our orientation call.  
● Log onto our Course Forum and share a brief introduction of yourself. 

 

#1 - Week of 2/5 - Starting Points: Statistics, Terminology, Poverty, and Context 

http://www.cafo.org/
https://cafo.org/student-initiative/student-initiative-courses/
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Upended-Q-p.1-9.pdf


This week will lay a foundation and backdrop for much of what is to come. It’s important to understand that 
the statistics we hear aren’t simple and how context and story are necessary to understanding statistics and 
numbers. We hope to give a general working knowledge of terminology and basic consideration of poverty, 
poverty alleviation responses, and a general introduction to the world of OVC care. 
 
Q+A Host Bio: Nicole Wilke, CAFO  
Nicole Wilke serves as the Research Fellow for the Christian Alliance for Orphans, coordinating the OVC 
Applied Research and Best Practice Initiative. 
Nicole was raised in a family that welcomed many children through both adoption and therapeutic foster 
care. As she grew, Nicole embraced this commitment personally, becoming a respite provider for other 
families as soon as she turned 18. While at St. Olaf College to earn degrees in Psychology and Family 
Studies, Nicole also worked in juvenile detention and with children who had developmental delays. These 
experiences served to clarify Nicole’s sense of calling to work with children in adversity. 
However, it was not until she and her husband, Josh, served in Namibia in 2009-2010 that Nicole knew that 
she was to dedicate her life to caring for vulnerable children. The Wilkes worked with a Namibian-led foster 
care organization and developed many relationships with orphans and vulnerable children. Josh and Nicole 
also observed the vital difference well-informed models of care could make for children, and developed a 
true passion to help empower others to care for orphans with excellence. 
Upon returning to the U.S., Nicole earned her Masters degree in Marriage and Family Therapy, completing a 
thesis comparing the three primary modalities of orphan care. Subsequently, she worked as a therapist 
specializing in trauma, adoption, and displaced children. She also completed a degree in Permanency and 
Adoption Competency from the University of Minnesota. 
 
Read: On Understanding Orphan Statistics;   

Glossary of Key Terms (Better Care Network); Becoming Home, by Jedd Medefind (p. 27-54); 8 Major 

Trends in Christian Orphan Care Movement in 2017 
Watch/Listen: Helping Without Hurting: Re-considering the Meaning of Poverty (16:57);  The Importance 
of Family - Faith to Action (35:42) 
 
Optional:  Chapter 2, In Pursuit of Orphan Excellence; Solving Poverty Is Rocket Science, Richard Stearns 
Do: Choose 3 organizations within CAFO’s membership and do a bit of research on their mission, vision, and 
values. Take notice of what programs and modes of alternative care or poverty alleviation you find and 

where you see terminology or words you learned this week. Find the listing of CAFO Members Here.  
Connect: Meet with your group sometime this week to the content and get to know one another.  

 
#2 - Week of 2/12 -  God’s Answer to the Orphan Crisis: The Church 
James 1:27 says, “Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans 
and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world.” Care for orphans is right 
at the heart of God and his solution to the “orphan crisis” is simple:  His people.  Not someone doing 
everything, but everyone doing something. This week we’ll look more closely at the theological 
underpinnings of orphan care, gospel connections and motivations, and the very practical nuts and bolts of 
beginning an orphan care ministry in your local church. 
 
Q+A Host Bio: Jason Johnson, CAFO  
Jason is a foster and adoptive father and a regular writer and speaker on orphan care related issues. After 
growing up in a ministry home, Jason began working at a church in college and spent nearly 14 years in 
pastoral ministry. In 2008 Jason planted a church in North Houston through which he helped co-found The 

https://cafo.org/resource/on-understanding-orphan-statistics/
http://bettercarenetwork.org/toolkit/glossary-of-key-terms
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/BH-p28-54.pdf
https://issuu.com/christianalliancefororphans/docs/8_trends_booklet_12.22.17
https://issuu.com/christianalliancefororphans/docs/8_trends_booklet_12.22.17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a339VZRE3CM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a339VZRE3CM
https://vimeo.com/122355099
https://vimeo.com/122355099
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/IPOE-Ch2-1-11.pdf
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2013/july-web-only/solving-poverty-is-rocket-science.html
https://cafo.org/resource/next-steps-booklet/
http://www.orphancarenetwork.org/


Orphan Care Network, a non-profit committed to serving, supporting and equipping foster and adoptive 
families. 
In 2013, with the combined church ministry and foster and adoptive experience, Jason began working for an 
organization helping church leaders implement structure, strategy and sustainable mechanisms of orphan 
care ministry within their churches. This ultimately led him to his current role as the Director of the National 
Church Ministry Initiative with Christian Alliance for Orphans. 
Jason is the author of ALL IN Orphan Care and blogs regularly at www.jasonjohnsonblog.com. He has a deep 
passion to see the gospel catalyze a movement of orphan care within the Church around the world. 
Jason and his wife, Emily, live in Texas with their four daughters and enjoy whatever it is they’re doing, as 
long as it’s together. 
 
Read:  The Gospel and Adoption, Gospel for Life Series (Chapters 2-4) 
What’s Your Why?;   Everyone Can Do Something 
Watch/Listen: Adoption: The Apex of Redemptive Grace and Privilege 
 
Optional Reading: Three Principles e-Book 
 Do/Journal: How can you be a part of inspiring your local church to step up in caring for the orphan?  Pray 
for your local faith community. 
 

#3  - Week of 2/19-  Global Trend: De-Institutionalization and Family-based Care 
Here we focus on one of the main trends in global orphan care - deinstitutionalization. The goal is to help 
students understand what we know about the high value of family-based care for children whenever 
possible versus institutional care (orphanages and group homes), and the current global recommendation 
and trend to find alternative, family-based placements for children residing in institutions. We will also 
uncover some of the complexities and real-world complications as well as consider what excellence in 
residential settings might look like. 
 
Q+A Host Bio:  Sarah Geiseirch  
Sarah Gesiriech serves as Coordinator for the Faith to Action Initiative.  She is also Principal of 127 Global 
Strategies, consulting on public policy and government relations with a primary focus on domestic and 
international child and family protection and education policy.  She previously served as Director of Federal 
Relations for Casey Family Programs; a private foundation focused on U.S. child welfare. Sarah has worked 
in the field of child and family protection for more than 20 years. Sarah was a member of the White House 
Domestic Policy Council, informing child protection policy and program decisions, including child welfare, 
missing and exploited children, and domestic and international adoption policy.  She served as Education 
Advisor to the Office of the First Lady at the U.S. Department of Education, acting as senior advisor and 
primary liaison for domestic and international education policy issues and events. She was also Director of 
the Department's International Affairs Office.  Prior to that, she served at the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services, assisting the Secretary and Deputy Secretary in policy development, oversight and 
approval of Department regulations for priority areas including child and family services and youth 
development, international HIV/AIDS, and trafficking in persons. Sarah also worked on Capitol Hill as a 
senior advisor to U.S. Senator Charles Grassley on child welfare, health care, and foreign affairs policy.  As 
senior staff on the Pew Commission on Children in Foster Care, she contributed to the development and 
release of a set of policy proposals to improve the U.S foster care system. As Associate Director for 
Grants/Communications at the Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption, she administered foundation giving 
and policy development. 
 

http://www.orphancarenetwork.org/
http://www.allinorphancare.com/
http://www.jasonjohnsonblog.com/
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Gospel-for-Life-Excerpt.pdf
https://issuu.com/christianalliancefororphans/docs/what_s_your_why__preview_
https://issuu.com/christianalliancefororphans/docs/what_s_your_why__preview_
https://issuu.com/christianalliancefororphans/docs/what_s_your_why__preview_
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Everyone-Can-Do-Something-PDF-GUIDE.pdf
https://austinstone.org/resources/sermons/441--adoption-the-apex-of-redemptive-grace-and-privilege
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Three-Principles-Ebook-FINAL.pdf


Read: From Faith to Action: Children, Orphanages and Families  
Watch: Replicable Models of Transition to  Family-Based Care - CAFO Webinar (1 hr 03min );  Continuum of 
Care - Faith to Action (37:08) 
 
Optional: Good Orphanages, Bad Orphanages - Blog Post; Continuum of Care Interactive Webpage; 
ThinkOrphan Podcast: Episode 6 - Defining Deinstitutionalization w/ Rebecca Nhep (1:29 - 35:50) 

Connect: Meet with your group this week to discuss the content, tensions, and complexities uncovered this 

week.  
 
BREAK WEEK OF 2/26 

 
# 4 - Week of 3/5 - Adoption: A Forever Family 
Adoption is perhaps one of the first things we think of when orphan care comes to mind. This week, we’ll use 
some guiding questions and ideas as a framework to look at some of the complex and varied issues and 
topics within an institution as broad as “adoption.”  
 
Q+A Host Bio:  Kelley Nikondeha  
“I earned a degree in Communication Studies at Westmont College and a Masters of Divinity from Fuller 
Theological Seminary. My education was formation, the launch of life-long learning. 
My own theology has been meted out in the context of a bi-cultural marriage and, as a result, a 
bi-continental family life. Among East African leaders, South African thinkers and Muslim friends I’ve come 
to learn more about the Good News and dangerous ways of Jesus. 
As co-founder of Amahoro Africa, I was curator for the theological conversations among our African and 
Western friends. With the Biblical text and African context in view, we explored economics, environmental 
matters, racism and reconciliation among thinkers and practitioners. 
At present, I’m the co-director of Communities of Hope, a community development enterprise in Burundi. I 
shape the theological foundation of our work and push for deep congruence between our Biblical thinking 
and development practices. I’ve thought long and hard about jubilee economics, vulnerable people and what 
it takes to form viable communities. 
I also serve as the theologian-in-residence for SheLoves Magazine, a global community of women committed 
to God’s imperatives of love and justice in the world. Among these women, I explore the everyday 
intersections of theology and life one post at a time.” 
 
Let’s consider the depth, beauty, and sadness all commingled in adoption… 

● One Big Idea: Listening - Carissa Woodwyk 
● Adopted: The Sacrament of Belonging in a Fractured World (link forthcoming) 

What are the potential ethical hazards and pitfalls in adoption, or even just the major complexities at 
hand, and how can we safeguard against them? 

● Becoming Home  (p. 54 - 77)  
● The Trouble with the Christian Adoption Movement - Kathryn Joyce 
● In-Depth Analysis of “Child Catchers” - Jedd Medefind  

What are some common struggles amongst adoptees? 
● ThinkOrphan - Ambiguous Loss and Transracial Adoption w/ Tara VanderWoude (5:11 -  54 

minutes) 
● Heart of an Orphan - Appendix C of In Pursuit of Orphan Excellence (scan) 

 

http://www.faithtoaction.org/children-orphanages-and-families/
https://cafo.org/resource/replicable-models-for-transition-to-family-based-care/
https://vimeo.com/137200868
https://vimeo.com/137200868
https://www.lightforchildren.com/single-post/2016/08/26/Good-Orphanages-Bad-Orphanages
http://www.faithtoaction.org/coc/
https://thinkorphan.com/2016/05/10/episode-6/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Communities-of-Hope/204498546283015
http://shelovesmagazine.com/
https://vimeo.com/88382030
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/BH-p.54-77.pdf
https://newrepublic.com/article/127311/trouble-christian-adoption-movement
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/A-Frank-Analysis-of-THE-CHILD-CATCHERS.pdf
https://thinkorphan.com/2016/12/13/episode-34-tara-vanderwoude/
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/The-Orphans-Heart-1-3.pdf


Optional Reading: Let the Little Children Come Less - Christianity Today; Listen to Our Hearts: Why; Listen 
to Our Hearts: Trust  
 
 

#5 - Week of 3/12  - Multicultural and Transracial Considerations In OVC Care 
In the world of caring for OVC, both ministering and partnering cross-culturally AND making the transition 
to becoming a multicultural family in many cases is an obvious reality, and is one that we should think 
through with carefulness, empathy, and humility. 
 

Q+A Host Bio: TBD 

 
Read: Preparing for a Transracial Adoption; Building Healthy Partnerships; Building Relationships with 
People from Different Cultures; Transracial Parenting 
Watch:  The Danger of a Single Story (18:49) 

Optional Resources: How Adoption Has Forced Evangelicals to Grapple With Race;  
The Realities of Raising a Kid of a Different Race; 4 Questions to Ask Yourself 
Do/Journal: Spend some time considering and journaling about elements of your own culture and racial 
identity. Initiate a conversation with a friend or acquaintance from another race or culture about the 
content of this week.  Spend time over coffee, lunch or the phone asking questions about how they 
experience your culture or race, how they would describe their life experiences as a part of their culture, and 
anything else that has come to mind this week. Approach the conversation as a humble learner of their life 
perspective.  

Connect: Meet with your group this week to discuss the content, tensions, and complexities uncovered this 

week.  
 
 

#6 - Week of  3/19 - Foster Care  
This week we'll look at the U.S. Foster System - particularly what a “typical” experience of a foster child is 
and the impact and outcomes for children in care. The goal is for students to understand certainly some of 
the brokenness and deficiencies wrapped up in this system and for its participants, but more so the hope and 
the power that one person has to make an impact in our very own communities.  
 
Q+A Host Bio:  Jason Weber 
Jason and his wife Trisha first gained a passion for children in foster care while living and working in the 
inner city.  Many of the kids and families they encountered in their neighborhood had experienced foster 
care at some point in their lives.  Partially as a result of this experience, Jason and Trisha became foster 
parents and have been caring for and adopting children from U.S. foster care since 2001. They have had the 
privilege of adopting their five children from foster care. Jason has helped to produce and write several 
books, bible studies, and other tools all created to serve the Church as it cares for hurting kids.  He eagerly 
anticipates the day when God, through his Church, provides more than enough for kids and families in foster 
care.   Jason serves as the National Director of Foster Care Initiatives for the Christian Alliance for Orphans 
and currently lives in Plano, Texas. 
 
Read: Facts About Foster Care; An Unholy Alliance: The Connection Between Foster Care and Human 
Trafficking 
Watch: Josh Shipp - One Caring Adult Away (16:42);  Removed Documentary (12:47); 
Listen: Foster Movement Podcast - Episodes 1 and 3 (33:35, 29:21) 

http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2018/january-february/let-little-children-come-less-us-international-adoption.html?share=e8Fb0D%2fR%2fibCKIhnhqgYRcgBMWKX0qYJ
https://vimeo.com/52254649
https://vimeo.com/52215039
https://vimeo.com/52215039
http://media.focusonthefamily.com/free-downloads/pdf/preparing-for-a-transracial-adoption.pdf
https://blog.compassion.com/strong-partnership-building-healthy-partnerships/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/culture/cultural-competence/building-relationships/main
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/culture/cultural-competence/building-relationships/main
https://cafo.org/topic/transracial-parenting/
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?referrer=playlist-the_most_popular_talks_of_all
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/religion/how-adoption-has-forced-evangelicals-to-grapple-with-race-relations/2014/12/22/b8f23f6e-8a27-11e4-ace9-47de1af4c3eb_story.html?utm_term=.39ca63a48bfc
http://time.com/the-realities-of-raising-a-kid-of-a-different-race/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27WntzBFl8s
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/foster.pdf
http://bettercarenetwork.org/sites/default/files/An%20Unholy%20Alliance%20-%20The%20Connection%20Between%20Foster%20Care%20and%20Human%20Trafficking.pdf
http://bettercarenetwork.org/sites/default/files/An%20Unholy%20Alliance%20-%20The%20Connection%20Between%20Foster%20Care%20and%20Human%20Trafficking.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZBdZEG7PSI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOeQUwdAjE0
https://cafo.org/series/foster-movement/


Do: Fill out the Finding Your Fit in Foster Care Worksheet; Find a Foster Care agency in your community 
and interview a social worker to learn more about their experiences and ways the community can support 
and partner. 
Optional Resources: From Family Data to Neighborhood Outcomes; All Foster Movement Podcasts;  CAFO 
Aging Out Webinar (up to 43:40) OR Read through each focus area’s case study/example organizations at 
Aging Out webpage   
 
 
BREAK WEEK OF 3/26 

 
#7 - Week of 4/2 - Short-Term Missions and Wise Global Engagement 
This is an area that impacts nearly all of us within the church:  we’ve either known someone, been on, have 
been asked to go, or will at some point participate in a short-term mission trip. Often, there is great good 
produced in our lives from these experiences. Our goal is to help students consider some of the pitfalls and 
critiques of short-term missions, while also considering what wise, child-centered, helpful and respectful 
participation in global missions, even in a short-term capacity,  might look like. 
 
Video Presenter/Q+A - Nicole Wilke 
 
Read: Seven Standards for Excellence in Short-Term Missions; 9 Key Principles for Representing Children in 
Media; Global Engagement and the Church 
Watch: Helping Without Hurting: Why Good Intentions Aren’t Enough (12:46) 
Listen: Short-Term Missions - Principles for Doing Right by Vulnerable Children (CAFO2017 workshop); 
ThinkOrphan Podcast - Episode 24 - Rebecca Nhep + Todd Guckenberger - (starting at 31:30 - 51:30) 
Do: Create a 1- page proposal for a STM that takes into account the learning from this week OR do research 
and find a proposal for an existing STM that seems to fit some of the guidelines suggested. 

Connect: Meet with your group this week to discuss the content, tensions, and complexities uncovered this 

week.  
Optional Resources: What It’s Really Like to Grow Up in an Orphanage in Kenya; AACI Protecting Children 
in Short-Term Missions page 1-36 
 

#8 - Week of 4/9 - Trauma and Attachment in OVC Care 
Caring for kids from hard places often includes a crash course in issues of childhood trauma and its impact 
on attachment and development. We will take an introductory look at how early childhood trauma and 
neglect impacts brain development and attachment, as these are the issues that so many clinicians, 
caregivers and parents in the adoption and foster care movement are wading through.  
 
Q+A Host Bio: Dr. Karen Hutcheson 
Dr. Karen Hutcheson is a Licensed Clinical Psychologist, author, professor, wife and mom to 4. She 
specializes in the assessment and treatment of children, teens, adults and families who have experienced 
trauma. Dr. Karen was a missionary in Uganda and is an adoptive mother and an orphan care advocate. Dr. 
Karen has a wide range of experience in the areas of child development, parent training, pre- and 
post-adoption services, and church consultation. She speaks regularly at national conferences, provides 
clinical consultation and training in orphan care settings domestically and internationally, and she provides 
global missionary member care. She is professionally trained in TBRI, Theraplay and EMDR. Dr. Karen is also 
the Director of Discipleship and Training at Scarlet Hope in Louisville, KY and is a Clinical Faculty member at 
Spalding University. 

https://cafo.org/resource/faces-foster-care-engagement/
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/from_family_data_to_neighborhood_outcomes
https://cafo.org/aging-out/
https://cafo.org/aging-out/
http://www.cafo.org/aging-out
http://www.soe.org/explore/the-7-standards/
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Wise-and-Honoring-Representations-of-Children-in-Media.pdf
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Wise-and-Honoring-Representations-of-Children-in-Media.pdf
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Global-Engagement-and-the-Church-Final-1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_JzXbdqKHU
https://www.dropbox.com/s/w3ujiuq4bi7s9na/Short-Term%20Missions.mp3?dl=0
https://thinkorphan.com/2016/10/04/episode-24/
https://epicureandculture.com/like-grow-orphanage-kenya-around-voluntourists/
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/acci/pages/145/attachments/original/1464830333/ACCI_Short_Term_Missions_Manual.pdf?1464830333
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/acci/pages/145/attachments/original/1464830333/ACCI_Short_Term_Missions_Manual.pdf?1464830333


 
Read:  Center for Developing Child - Neglect, Center for Developing Child - Resilience; The Connected 
Child, Ch 1 - 3, ACES and the Consequences of Trauma 

Watch/Listen:  The Impact of Early Adversity on Children’s Development (3:54); How Childhood Trauma 
Affects Health Across a Lifetime (16:03); Attachment: Why It Matters; Children From Hard Places and the 
Brain; IDEAL Response for Parents 

Optional Resources:  Chapter 9, In Pursuit of Orphan Excellence; Review Tapestry “What Every Parent 

Should Know” Videos  

#9  - Week of 4/16 - Justice and the Inner Life 
Caring for orphaned and vulnerable children and their families comes with great heartache, tragedy, 
complexity, tension, and pain right alongside the beauty, joy, and purpose.  What will sustain us in this work, 
mission, and ministry over the long haul? To be sure, our connection to Christ, sustained through a life of 
intentional spiritual practices and rhythms, will be the one thing to preserve our commitment to justice and 
mercy even in the midst of hardship and exhaustion. This week we’ll consider how deliberate practices and 
rhythms can keep us rooted in  Christ and serving the poor and marginalized from an inner wellspring of 
love, joy and hope even when it gets hard.  
 
Q+A Host Bio: Jedd Medefind 
Jedd Medefind loves journeying life with his wife, Rachel.  He relishes wrestling matches with his five 
children—Siena, Marin, Eden, Lincoln, and Phoebe.  Most of all, he desires to reflect the heart of Jesus Christ 
in all of life. 
Jedd believes that love for orphans transforms.  Both personally and through the example of countless 
others, he’s seen that lives are turned upside-down when Christians reflect God’s heart for orphans through 
adoption, foster care and global orphan care.  This kind of love transforms not only orphans but also those 
who open hearts and homes to them.  Churches can be transformed as well, moving the entire community 
beyond self-focused religion to self-giving faith.  Finally, when a watching world sees the Gospel embodied 
in this way, onlookers are transformed as well.  Desiring to spur this kind of transformation through the 
Church, Jedd serves as President of the Christian Alliance for Orphans. 
Prior to his this role, Jedd served in the White House as a Special Assistant to President George W. Bush, 
leading the Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives.   In this post, he oversaw reform efforts across 
the government to make community- and faith-based groups central partners in all Federal efforts to aid the 
needy, from prisoner reentry to global AIDS.  As described by the Harvard Political Review, these reforms 
“fundamentally changed the government’s strategy for improving the lives of the downtrodden…” 
Previously, Jedd held a range of posts in the California State Legislature.  He also helped establish the 
California Community Renewal Project, which strengthens nonprofits in some of the state’s most challenged 
communities.  He has worked, studied and served in more than thirty countries, with organizations ranging 
from Price-Waterhouse in Moscow to Christian Life Bangladesh. 
Jedd has written many articles and four books, including Upended and Four Souls.  His most recent book, 
Becoming Home, offers a short yet meaningful exploration of how families and communities can embrace 
vulnerable children with wisdom and love through adoption, foster care, mentoring and more.  Jedd 
Medefind and his wife, Rachel, live in central California with their five children. 
 

http://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/toxic-stress/
http://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/deep-dives/neglect/
http://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/resilience/
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Connected-Child-Excerpt.pdf
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Connected-Child-Excerpt.pdf
https://cafo.org/topic/aces-and-the-consequences-of-trauma/
http://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-the-impact-of-early-adversity-on-childrens-development-video/
https://www.ted.com/talks/nadine_burke_harris_how_childhood_trauma_affects_health_across_a_lifetime#t-6649
https://www.ted.com/talks/nadine_burke_harris_how_childhood_trauma_affects_health_across_a_lifetime#t-6649
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNqRhK1fE0U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ak6z3pqNqFU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ak6z3pqNqFU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3CFmT02SKs
https://centerforyouthwellness.org/wp-content/themes/cyw/build/img/building-a-movement/hidden-crisis.pdf
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/IPOE-Ch9-p.1-19.pdf
http://tapestryministry.org/what-every-adoptive-parent-should-know/
http://tapestryministry.org/what-every-adoptive-parent-should-know/
https://www.amazon.com/Upended-Following-Jesus-Remakes-Words/dp/1616386053/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1393009135&sr=1-1&keywords=medefind+upended
https://www.amazon.com/Four-Souls-adventure-purpose-world-wide-ebook/dp/B003X271MW/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1393008955&sr=1-1&keywords=medefind+four+souls
https://www.amazon.com/Becoming-Home-Adoption-Mentoring-Living-Orphans/dp/0310433371


Read: Christianity Today: “The Fight for Social Justice Starts Within”;  
Watch: Growing Down - CAFO2016 Keynote (22:00) 
Listen: Gary Haugen Interview - (36:59); Ruth Haley Barton Interview - (31:38); Practices that Sustain for 
the Long Journey - (up until 47:20) CAFO2017 Workshop 
Do: Consider 1-2 spiritual practices to incorporate into your life - sabbath, solitude, silence, Scripture 
memorization, etc. Create and share a plan for how you’ll begin to practice and commit for 30 days. Reflect 
after 1 day, 1 week, and then 30 days on how you were impacted.  

Optional Resources: All Justice and the Inner Life podcast episodes, Spiritual Disciplines - Renovare; Here’s 

The Best Thing You Can Do For Your Life In 2017 
 

Connect: Meet with your group this week to discuss the content and any changes you’d like to make in light 

of discussion this week. 
 

#10- Week of 4/23 - The Road Ahead - Maximizing Your Moment to Serve the Orphaned and 
Vulnerable Child 
By the end of this week, you’ll have completed 10 weeks of intentional focus and learning on caring for OVC 
and inspiring others to do so with wisdom, knowledge, faith, and perseverance.  Often, if we aren’t 
intentional to mark the end of something, to notice what God has done and where we are being invited to 
take a step, make a change, take a risk, or perhaps simply but steadfastly stay the course we’re on, an 
experience such as this one can pass by and have less of the impact and true effect  in our lives as we might 
have hoped.  The goal of this final week is to create space to consider a few areas: goals, strategy, and vision 
for your future engagement in this realm; living with meaning and purpose in our everyday lives;  and  ways 
to make an impact and simply start serving right where you are in life.  
 
Q+A Host Bio:  Chelsea Geyer 
Chelsea grew up in Aurora, Colorado (and she’s pretty proud of that). She learned about foster care at an 
early age when she gained three siblings from foster care and adoption. Throughout college, she worked 
with a center for vulnerable children in Swaziland and saw how important a family and support network is in 
the life of a child. She graduated from Nyack College in New York with a degree in English and then moved 
to Washington, DC to continue her work with The Resolve LRA Crisis Initiative on their LRA Crisis Tracker, 
a map and database that tracked and analyzed the movements and child abductions of a rebel army in 
Central Africa. She then moved on to launch DC127 in 2013 and considers it an honor to be on this team. 
Outside of DC127,  on any given day, you might find her reading a book, trying to hike up a mountain, 
catching up on Survivor or The Walking Dead, or just enjoying beautiful Washington, DC. 
 
Read: Upended, by Jedd Medefind - pages 191 - 215; 10 Ways to Start Serving the Orphan Now (Link 
Forthcoming); Courage in the Ordinary 
Watch:  What if Doing Good was Simple? (16 min); Jedd Medefind Keynote CAFO2015 (27:47) 
Journal: Please spend some time this week reflecting  on and processing the following:   

● Where did God most grab your attention over this semester? Which theme was most interesting to 
you? Which resources stick out most in your mind? Which theme (or themes)  do you feel most 
excited to continue learning about? 

● What are the 1-3 most practical things you learned in this that could be put to use nearly 
immediately? 

● What were the 1-3 most important learnings from this course? 
● What are 1-3 specific, measurable, attainable, time-bound goals you have after taking this course? 

What obstacles may stand in your way of achieving these? What will you need to accomplish them?   

http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2017/july-august/fight-for-social-justice-start-within.html?share=7D8gulSahZ0d+dzf+OQFGFu0OKJZrD9r
https://cafo.org/resource/growing-down/
https://cafo.org/podcast/episode-3-gary-haugen/
https://cafo.org/podcast/episode-1-ruth-haley-barton/
https://cafo.org/podcast/episode-8-katie-davis-majors/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cjpldlkmf8fxe3q/Practices%20that%20sustain%20for%20the%20long%20journey.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cjpldlkmf8fxe3q/Practices%20that%20sustain%20for%20the%20long%20journey.mp3?dl=0
https://cafo.org/series/justice-and-the-inner-life/
https://cafo.org/series/justice-and-the-inner-life/
https://renovare.org/about/ideas/spiritual-disciplines
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2016/12/30/heres-the-best-thing-you-can-do-for-your-life-in-2017/?utm_term=.f66251f96ebd
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2016/12/30/heres-the-best-thing-you-can-do-for-your-life-in-2017/?utm_term=.f66251f96ebd
https://cafo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Upended-Small-Things-p.-1-13.pdf
http://thewell.intervarsity.org/blog/courage-ordinary
http://chrismarlow.me/speaking-2/
https://vimeo.com/127879599


 
Do: Create a personal mission statement. Consider and write down each area of influence in your life during 
this current season and/or each resource naturally available to you now (i.e. time, money, skills, education, 
connection to others, geographic location, community, etc..) How can your unique place in life and the 
unique assets in your life during this season be leveraged to bring justice and mercy to the world? What 
values and commitments rise to the surface as you consider your current phase of life?  
 

Week of 4/30 - Closing Zoom Call to Celebrate -  
● Be prepared to share reflections from the course, an excerpt from one of your more meaningful 

journal entries, and any other closing thoughts.  


